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Our Town: 
Preserving Small Town 
Character and Sustainability



Major metropolitan 
areas  contain 
about 20% of the 
nation's rural 
population.

The case for character towns:
Population is dispersed more than acknowledged



The case for character towns: 
We are a nation of small towns and rural areas.

• Despite our increasing urbanizing trends, almost 
38% of the nation’s population lives outside large 
cities and/or in areas of limited urban services

• Planners often see regions in larger scale terms, 
but they are really many small towns and a far 
smaller number of larger cities. 

• Among the metropolitan areas with more than one 
million residents in 2000, the average sized 
community [city, town, borough, village or 
township] had a population of about 20,000.



The challenge for character towns: 
Finding their sustainable Future and inherent Strengths

• Most successful of these communities have 
discovered the imperatives of self-reliance 

• They display attributes likely to assure stability now or 
to enable a pathway to a desirable future. 

• With the internet and the opportunity to choose 
among options, the time for these character towns is 
now.

• Recognizing those places that can, and will, bring 
their best game forward is the start of a beneficial 
opportunity.



Concept 1:  These towns have leadership- coming in 
various forms

• Community leadership is interested and concerned in the power 
of local participation and democratization. 

• They may hold elected office
• They may be individuals appointed to committees, business 

leaders, members of the NGO or faith communities, or simply 
neighbors. 

• They be professional government employees
• Often, they will lead a cause. On others, occasions, they might act 

informally.
• They are a powerful force of accountability. 



Understand how the various elements to sustain a 
viable community work together

• Quality leadership & effective communication

• Opportunity- education and employment

• Accessibility & mobility – people, goods, services, parking

• Public safety – “perception is everything”

• Open space & environment – trees, lakes, rivers, cleanliness

• Residential mix – rental/ownership; income mix; generational mix

• Hotels & convention/meeting facilities



Inverness, FL (Pop. 7,210)



Inverness, FL (Pop. 7,210)



Understand how the various elements to sustain 
a viable community work together

• Educational facilities – public & private schools; daycare 
centers; pre K-12, higher & continuing education

• Support for economic intiatives
• Civic, faith based & institutional facilities
• Healthcare facilities
• Retail & business viability
• Cultural & entertainment facilities
• Urban design that integrates uses



Concept 2:  These towns look forward while    
embracing what they have

• Accessibility
– Ground transportation (roads and rails)
– Water transportation
– Air transportation
– Combination/integrated systems

• Economic Uniqueness
– The major city in the region
– County seat
– Concentration of historic structures or location of historic events
– Environmental qualities – snowfall, sunshine, fall colors, etc.
– Major educational institutions – college towns
– “One-of-a-kind” economic generators: health care, research, 

technology, manufacturing, finance, ethnicity, recreation, 
heritage, etc.

– Sense of community – “Know how to get things done”



Concept 3:  These towns have a definitive, but 
undefinable, sense of place

• You have been to a place like this and experienced its charm if 
only for the day.
− These towns may offer entry features and wayfinding characterized by 

themed signage which is more than aesthetic guidance. The icons signal 
the community identity.

− Buildings and landmarks can be nostalgic but they also represent the 
larger civic infrastructure organizing the community according to 
recognizable principles. 

• What there is to see and do, as well as continued investments in 
maintaining the same, are indications of a unified and committed 
citizenry. These places invest in and preserve their icons.

• The icons need not tie to just the community's history. They can 
link to a theme or idea. 



Casey, Illinois (Pop. 2,762)



Concept 4: These places have inventoried and 
played to their assets and have political will 
necessary to channel the community energy

• Communities must play to their obvious strength to leverage 
immediately. 

• In some character towns these strengths derive from 
− Their history or their iconic themes. 
− An industrial history in which a certain manufacturer may dominate
− A local university. 
− A health, environmental centric, or cultural theme. 
− The scale of its artist populations, local produce, period antiques, some 

naturally occurring amenity, or simply its location as part of a larger 
heritage trail or regional bike trail. 

• The options share a focus that is the foundation to boost other 
opportunities and to build the civic infrastructure on which other 
initiatives rely. 



Assessing Your Natural, Intrinsic Strengths

• Geographic advantages                
– Central location in a region

– Historic crossroads for transportation

– Next to water, hills or mountains

– Climate

• Geological advantages
– Flat terrain – less costly vertical construction

– Mountainous terrain – greater opportunity for quality 

urban design (underground parking, views, etc.)

– Waterfronts: rivers, lakes (exciting use of waterways)



Kokomo, Indiana (Pop. 57,000)



Concept 5:  Energize the Core of “Downtown”

• The community's central core is the heart of civic infrastructure. It 
is viable or offers the feel of a vibrant hub. 

• An active downtown with a mix of businesses and eating options 
along with residential conversions says volumes

• The adaptive reuse of underutilized or empty spaces is an 
indicator of locational vibrancy, much in the same way shuttered 
first floor widows suggest decay. 

• Other anchors in these settings include active gathering places 
often associated with the public sector such as schools, 
government offices, and cultural facilities. 

• These activities or buildings are not here by accident. 



Sanford, Winter Garden, Eustis, Kissimmee



Concept 6:  Health and wellness are not the 
preserve of just the very rich.

• Elites rally to the presence of professional and recreational sports 
which are markers of a town’s commitment to health, wellness, 
and overall well-being. 

• Few communities will be the home of a professional team, but can 
be the beneficiaries of training, tournaments and sports camp 
facilities targeted to professional and amateur groups. 

• Growth of youth sports and training facilities have created 
economic opportunities for communities willing to invest. 

• All sports and recreational activities might also combine with 
education, nutrition and wellness programs



Aberdeen, Maryland (Pop. 14,959)



Concept 7:  Every town needs its own homegrown 
gathering places.
• Distilled spirits, small wineries, and craft breweries are recent 

phenomena that seem to be correlated with vibrancy
• These operations are part industry, employer, and gathering 

places. 
• We are inventing new spaces for these activities to occur. 
• Some are informal spaces, some new, other repurposed from 

existing venues established in the community. 
• All of these establishments fit into the commercial core but also 

function well in adjacent neighborhoods looking to become hip



Dublin, Texas (Pop. 3,754)



Concept 8:  These towns display openness and 
warmth

• Character communities incline themselves toward being 
egalitarian. 

• They display an interest in welcoming the ideas, 
participation, and certainly the investment of outsiders. 

• Certain communities rally to like-minded or similarly 
oriented people. 

• We see inner city neighborhoods that have been 
revitalized by newcomers, whether immigrants from other 
places or the emerging millennials from the resident 
population.  



Concept 9:  These towns cultivate both mind and 
conscience.

• Educational institutions are evidence of a community desirous of 
enriching the quality of life for residents. . 

• Charter and community schools oriented to special needs or 
discrete populations 

• Magnet high schools can offer training in technological and 
specialized fields, in conjunction with community colleges, create 
a better educated population and better trained work force.

• For economic development, the network of educational options 
evidences a community with a very clear understanding about 
work force needs. 



Deland, Florida ( Pop. 27,031)



Concept 10:  These towns realize every 
partnership is not a public/private partnership

• All the people, the town, and the many organizations are the 
catalyst for the creation of strong public private partnerships which 
allocate risk properly between the public and private sectors. 

• These partnerships achieve their purposes acknowledging a task 
is best addressed by those with respectively resources and 
capabilities. 

• While common in real estate development, the model has 
applications which speak to an idea of intentional cooperation 
equally important to health, educational, art, cultural and social 
initiatives.  



Summary

• The country’s 20,000 towns and small cities are the central 
decisions makers in our larger system of governance.

• Success of towns and cities really matters because they are 
fundamental to community development 

• There is no single approach for a character community to track as 
it rediscovers itself, builds upon its potential, or holds itself out as 
a viable setting for investment. 

• The concepts describe community positioning itself based on 
some specific advantage, maximizing the attributes contributing to 
that advantage, and pulling a diversity of strongly committed 
citizens and activists into a process comprised of purposeful 
strategy.  

• It is a strategy self induced and directed.





Leveraging Assets

• Leadership: Kokomo IN, Inverness, FL
• University town: Deland, FL
• Private entrepreneurship: Dublin ,TX
• Amateur sports: Aberdeen, MD
• Bike trail: Winter Garden, FL
• Healthcare:
• Natural beauty: Boone, NC, Fredericksburg, TX
• Historic setting: Savannah, GA
• Strategic location: Greenville, SC



Concept 3:  These towns practice shared trust

• The virtual absence of the routinely divisive policies and politics 
dominating the federal system today. 

• Parties matter  but community sentiment ranks local needs well 
above the conflicts imposed by party labels and priorities. 



Concept 1:  These towns have leadership

• Many communities have professional citizens, those 
genuinely interested and concerned who believe in the power 
of local participation and democratization. 

• They are known by the community’s elected leadership and 
by many of the community’s less active citizens. 

• These people remind us that an absence of transparency is 
often adversarial to advancing a larger goals 

• Often, they will lead a cause. On others, occasions, they 
might act informally. They may be individuals appointed to 
committees, business leaders, members of the NGO 
community, members of the faith or simply neighbors. 

• They are a powerful force of accountability. 
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